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Market Meter (The U.S. Equity Markets at a Glance)
Short-term
(days-weeks)

The last several weeks has given suffering investors a major reprieve in the form of a nearly
historic rally. Of course, that rally comes after a historic drop in equity indices from the end of
February to mid-March. As stocks, investment grade bonds and high yield bonds have rallied
(thanks in large part to the government steroids that have been infused into the system – certainly
in the case of IG and junk bonds), we have seen the CBOE Volatility Index (VIX) come down by
50%. Of course, the patient is not yet 100% healthy. The VIX is still up 100%+ from the midFebruary levels and stocks are still off the highs and below key resistance. So, while the rally has
been fun to experience and witness, experience tells us to be cognizant of the risks and to be slow
to chase prices higher. Short-term (on the daily chart), resistance for S&P futures comes in at
2,909.75 – only around 1.5% higher than Friday’s close. So, until 2,909.75 is conquered on a
daily close in S&P futures, be careful. ** Even if we look at the more bullish chart of NASDAQ
futures, we believe a five-wave sequence to the upside may have just completed and that a
pullback of 8% - 9% should play out in the short-term. The corresponding SPY resistance on
the daily chart is at 291.22. QQQ, currently at 215.29, can easily pull back to right around
200.

Mid-term
(weeks-months)

All of the same commentary from the short-term section above applies to the mid-term as well. The
only difference for us is the projected resistance level – which for the weekly chart comes in at
2,944.50. That level also represents a possible “right shoulder” of a large “head & shoulders”
topping formation. FYI, the “left shoulder” of this formation was formed by the peak in midSeptember of 2018 and the “neckline” of the formation comes in roughly at 2,284. If this topping
formation came fully to fruition, we would see S&P futures tumble down towards 1,834 or so –
which would be tough to imagine were it not for the fact that we just witnessed that sort of decline in
the last 60 days. So, until 2,944.50 on S&P futures is taken out on a weekly closing basis, we
have to raise the caution flag. For SPY, the corresponding resistance level is 293.26.

Long-term
(months-years)

The monthly chart of the S&P futures gives us nearly an identical resistance level on which to focus
at 2,944. A failure to break and close above that level would form the dreaded “right shoulder” of
the macro “head & shoulders” topping formation as noted above. If we are true technicians and are
able to keep our emotions / wishes out of the picture, this chart demands that we take profits on
longs – especially in those areas that have rallied despite still-awful fundamentals being the reality
– and consider shorts or hedges. Until 2,944 on S&P futures is conquered on a monthly
closing basis, we have to remain cautious. For SPY, the monthly closing hurdle comes in at
293.94.
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Profit Strategies
Ron DeLegge, Founder

“I made my money by selling too soon.” – Bernard Baruch

What if I told you in January that by April we’d have 82% of U.S. counties on lockdown orders, 22 million
unemployment claims, -20% GDP growth, -8% retail sales, over 35,000 Americans dead from a fatal virus and
the Nasdaq 100 ETF (QQQ) would still be up +1.49% for the year? What would you say?
I don’t know about you, but I’d guess the Federal Reserve was buying stocks. Of course we know the Fed is
not buying stocks – Bank of Japan-style (at least not yet). Nevertheless, the bear market rally in stocks since
March lows is highly suspect. It’s also a highly concentrated bounce, which isn’t exactly the telltale sign of a
sustainable or even healthy rally. Remember: The stock market rallies that stick are the ones with the greatest
participation by the greatest number of industry groups and stocks
The Nasdaq 100 ETF (QQQ) is up, not because the economy or the rest of the stock market is up, but
because almost 40% of its top 10 holdings like Apple, Microsoft, and Nvidia are concentrated in the re-inflating
technology sector. In other words, the current bear market rally has been limited to mega-cap technology
stocks!
In a recent ETF Battles at ETFguide TV between QQQ vs. SPY, we analyzed and identified the strengths
and weaknesses of each fund. We found that QQQ’s under-representation of key (continued next page)
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industry groups like consumer staples/discretionary, financials, industrials, real estate, and utilities made it less
diversified. We also know that less diversification, which is what QQQ is all about, always works like a charm
until it suddenly doesn’t.
What We’re Holding and Adding
Among the eleven S&P 500 industry sectors, all eleven are negative year-to-date and four sectors (financial,
industrials, energy, and real estate) are down double digits. This isn’t what you want to see if you’re an equity
bull.
Perhaps the most perplexing sector performance action in 2020 is the modest losses of -3.39% and -9.5% for
the SPDR Consumer Staples ETF (XLP) and Consumer Discretionary (XLY). XLP is the more economically
defensive sector. But the modest losses in both XLP and XLY aren’t an accurate reflection of the hugely
negative implications of massive nationwide job losses and lost wages. The same goes for the SPDR Real
Estate ETF (XLRE), which is down by just -10%.
The chart below plots the relative performance of the ProShares Daily -2x Inverse Real Estate ETF (SRS)
vs. XLRE. The +25% bounce in XLRE since late March has put SRS into the buy zone again for real estate
bears. We like SRS at current prices near $19 and look to ride the fund to the $25-$30 profit taking range.
We continue to hold defensive positions in GLD, SH, TMF, and XLU. Among this group, XLU is the only
impaired position, down around -5% year-to-date. While we’re not happy about it, three out of four isn’t bad in
this type of insane environment.
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Always Invest with an Adequate “Margin of Safety”
Below is an excerpt of Ron DeLegge’s new book “Habits of the Investing Greats: 26 Proven Tactics for
Achieving the Financial Results You Want.” The eBook is now available @ Amazon.com.

For all investors, Graham’s groundbreaking
idea about how to properly manage risk has
broader applications beyond selecting
individual stocks. In the spirit of Graham’s
common-sense advice, the concept “margin
of safety” has broader applications to how an
entire portfolio of investments is assembled
and managed.
The key characteristics for assets inside your
portfolio’s margin of safety are: (1) they
should not lose market value, (2) they should
not have market volatility, (3) they should
provide liquidity, and (4) they should provide
principal and income guarantees.
“Finance theory supports the common sense
approach of using combinations of risky
portfolio and riskless assets to control overall
risk exposure,” wrote David Swensen, chief
investment officer at Yale University.
Similarly, discerning investors acquire
protection, not when the house is ablaze, but
well before the protection is needed. Put
another way, discerning investors play
defense by having an adequate cushion or
margin or safety within their overall portfolio.
What the Investor Should Do…
 Understand that preventing major
losses is a legitimate and significant concern
 Earmark a fixed portion of your overall
investment portfolio for the safety of assets
with zero volatility, guaranteed income, and
principal protection. This bucket within your
portfolio is called your “margin of safety


Recognize the number one priority and objective of your “margin of safety” container is to prevent a lot
of money from becoming a little.



Build your protective shelter before stormy markets, not afterwards
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Our May ETF Income Trade
Our Income Mix Portfolio is a hypothetical $100,000 unhedged ETF portfolio that began in Feb.2012 and sells
monthly covered calls* to generate high income. It will generally consist of positions in just two ETFs: the
SPDR S&P 500 (SPY) and SPDR Gold Shares (GLD). At times, we may add another ETF if the quoted call
option premium is adequately high enough for us to warrant executing a trade.
The Income Mix Portfolio deliberately invests in ETFs covering distinctly different asset classes. It also
purposely limits the portfolio to 2-3 ETFs for simplicity. Finally, we always execute our monthly income trades
one month in advance. (EX: Our current May income trade is executed in April.)
Recap from last month: For April, both our GLD and SPY got called away. Due to skyrocketing volatility in
stocks, premiums have jumped/ For GLD and SPY, we’re executing the below May income trades.

For our May 2020 Income Trade we’re
executing the following moves:
GLD (Buy 100 shares @ $158.70)
Sell GLD MAY 2020 $169 calls near $125
per contract. (Calls expire on 5/15/20)
SPY (Buy 400 shares @ $286.60)
Sell SPY MAY 2020 $300 calls near $400
per contract. (Calls expire on 5/15/20)

Income Mix Portfolio
($129,800 hypothetical value)
SPDR S&P 500 (SPY)

SPDR Gold Shares (GLD)

12%
GLD

Based upon the moves listed above, we’ll
collect around $1,325 in monthly income from
our May trades.

88% SPY

Since inception in Feb. 2012, our Income Mix
Portfolio has generated $62,206 or $647.97
per month over the past 96 months.
*NOTE: For income results that closely mimic our May income trade, subscribers can execute covered call
options trades within 3 days of our alerts.
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Vital Signs – Snapshot of Key Asset Classes & Sentiment
The CBOE S&P 500 Volatility Index (VIX) is stuck between the fear and complacency zone as stock prices
rebound from extremely oversold to extremely overbought. We still have open defensive trades via ticker
symbols GLD, SH, and TMF. The latter is built to go up when long-term US Treasury prices go up. The
situation may get better, but not until it first gets worse. And a deeper correction, should push both VIX and
gold meaningfully higher. Most global currencies like the euro are weak relative to the U.S. Dollar.
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A Framework for Trading ETFs
‘Our goals can only be reached through the vehicle of a plan. There is no other route to success.’
~Pablo Picasso

If you have been an investor or trader for any period of time, you probably started out clueless, learned a few
things that you believed in immediately and put them to work, experienced some success and then ran into a
new and different market environment that made you lose all faith in what you knew and had learned. The key
to success in the long-term (over multiple macro market cycles) is to develop a system that removes emotion
and subjective thought as best as possible and that keeps you out of trouble through prudent risk
management. If you can have something in place that tells you to buy or sell – even when your heart and every
headline out there disagrees with you, that’s a great first step.
If you are able to overlay some risk management measures such as position sizing, tighter entries and strict
exits, you’ve probably got something with which to work that will allow you to make money and, more
importantly, keep that money.
What we want to do today is show an example of a system that creates a portfolio that hopefully keeps you in
for bull runs and gets you out before too much damage is done on the downside in a bear market.
What are the components?
First, we need to establish the parts of the global markets that would, if fully invested, comprise our portfolio.
With this system, we wanted to incorporate global equities or multiple market capitalizations, multiple key
sectors and with a mix of key commodities for some further diversification. So, for our system, we included
global stocks (VT), emerging market stocks (EEM), US large cap dividends (DHS), US mid cap growth
(MDYG), US small caps (IWM), the NASDAQ 100 (long or short) in general (QQQ or PSQ) and the FAANG
stocks (FB, AAPL, AMZN, NFLX and GOOGL – or you can just use XLK) in particular, financial stocks (VFH),
energy (USO, XLE and/or OIH) and precious metals (GLD and/or GDX).
When to buy, sell or hold?
Next, what we want is a set of indicators for each potential holding that gives us our long, cash or, in the case
of the NASDAQ 100, short signal. Everything in this system besides the NASDAQ 100 is just a long or cash
decision. So, which indicators should we incorporate? Our desire when we created this was to have an
indicator that told us whether we were in a bull or bear market and to invest or get into cash off of that signal.
For that, we initially started with SPY and with its 200-day moving average – and then its 400-day moving
average – and then whether the 200 was above or below the 400, etc. You can see where you can drive
yourself crazy with all of this. The lesson in all of those iterations is that there is nothing perfect out there – but
it doesn’t hurt to strive for perfection.
Fast forwarding to today, we decided that the S&P 500 alone would not do and so we now have the list of
potential holdings noted above. We also found out quickly that each potential holding had its own long-term
indicator that it “respected”. So, we have the long-term buy or cash signal for each of our respective holdings.
However, we found that only a long-term signal was lacking and that we wanted to add an ingredient to the
recipe that told us when things were historically oversold and that it was worth getting long in advance of even
an oversold bounce occurring. So, we employed weekly or monthly RSI oscillators for each potential holding.
As an example, financials and small caps were in cash and in bear market mode for a little while before the
craziness erupted in February / March. When we were near the lows for the broader markets, however, both
small caps and financials hit their oversold triggers on their monthly charts and we got long of each close to the
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lows and were able to cash in recently with some nice gains. Had we only employed the long-term indicators,
we would have gladly missed the downside action, but would have sadly missed the torrid rallies that occurred.
The other unique ingredient we are employing is a slice of the portfolio that is either investor or not depending
on the market-friendliness of the US Fiscal Policy and the US Monetary Policy – in current days, whether
Trump and the FOMC are desirous of the markets rising. Can anyone guess whether these two slices are long
or not right now?
How much to own of each holding?
As this system is an overall portfolio construction tool, we are not dealing with leveraged ETFs. The only thing
close to margin that we are employing with this system is the occasional short bet on the NASDAQ 100 via the
PSQ exchange-traded fund – which is only a 1x inverse fund of the Nasdaq 100.
We felt it was the right mix of thoughtfulness and aggressiveness to allow up to 4% into any one stock and up
to 10% into a particular sector. Other than that, we just wanted each slice to have enough influence on the
portfolio that if it rose, we would be happy campers (the assumption being that our indicators would be correct
more often than incorrect).
Here is the list of holdings and their respective indicators and allocations:
Component

Vehicle

System Inputs

Long-Term Global Trend

VT

Monthly Chart, 21-Mo. MA, RSI(12,38.5,85)

Max
Allocation
24%

Long-Term Trend EM

EEM

Monthly Chart, 12-Mo. MA, RSI (12, 30, 89)

8%

Long-Term Trend Small
Cap
US Fed Stance

IWM

Weekly Chart of R2K futes, 50-Wk. MA, RSI (39,
40.75, 66)
If Fed is Dovish, long 8%; neutral 4%, hawkish 0%

8%

US Fiscal Stance

MDYG

8%

Wave Count / Fibo

QQQ / PSQ

If Presidential Administration is supportive with
policies, long 8%; if neutral, 4%; if burdensome, 0%
Read of current wave count on QQQ

Long-Term Trend Tech.

XLK

See below for FAANG components

8%

Long-Term Trend
Financials
Wave Count / Fibo for
Crude
Wave Count / Fibo for
Gold

VFH

JPM (Monthly, 43-Mo. MA, RSI (39, 45.5, 74)

8%

USO / XLE / OIH

Read of current wave count on crude oil futures

10%

GLD / GDX

Read of current wave count on gold futures

10%

DHS

8%

8%

100%
FAANG COMPONENTS
Long-Term Trend Tech.

FB

Weekly chart, 64-wk MA, RSI (39, 41)

2%

Long-Term Trend Tech.

AAPL

Weekly chart, 55-wk MA, RSI (42, 44)

2%

Long-Term Trend Tech.

AMZN

Weekly chart, 55-wk MA, RSI (39, 48, 77)

2%

Long-Term Trend Tech.

NFLX

Weekly chart, 51-wk MA, RSI (52, 45, 72)

2%

Long-Term Trend Tech.

GOOGL

Weekly chart, 48-wk MA, RSI (19, 41, 80)

2%

Let’s be clear, the idea here is to capture a majority of the market’s upside during bull phases and to avoid a
majority of the market’s declines during bear phases. It has been our experience that constantly worrying
about topping the market indices during torrid bull phases leads to frustration during those phases and misery
when things turn bearish. Over time, if you can make 80% of the market’s gains during a bull market and
endure only 20% of the market’s losses during a bear market, you will come out well ahead of the indices.
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ETFguide TV is here to help you make money in all
market climates – bear markets included. This
month, we’re featuring three timely must watch
episodes.
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(Podcast) Adding Anti-Fragile Elements to Your Portfolio
In his latest podcast episode, Ron DeLegge discusses anti-fragile
elements, defining what they are and how to add them to your
investment mix.
Ron explains that anti-fragile assets benefit from chaos and volatility.
Cash, for example, remains stable during turbulent times. But doesn’t
meet the standard of “anti-fragile.”
The ETFs mentioned in this episode include ticker symbols FLYT,
TMF, SPDN, USCI, GLD, SCHB, VWO, VEA, USO, and REET
Have you subscribed yet? Since launching our YouTube channel,
ETFguide has amassed over 2,200 subscribers and over 350,000
views. Your free video subscription ensures that you never miss an
episode. Click here to subscribe and watch. 

Q2 2020 ETF Guides
If you haven’t done so already, be sure to sure to sign up for
ETFguide’s suite of investor guides.
Due to the sheer number of ETFs being launched, we’ve
built tools to help you stay ahead of the fast moving market.
Here’s what we now offer:





ETP Commodities Guide follows commodity linked
products
Long/Short ETF Guide gives a quick snapshot of
inverse and leveraged tickers organized by asset
class.
First Look ETF provides a monthly view of the
newest ETF launches and latest trends.

Although all of our investor guides are complimentary, email
sign up is required to receive future updates.
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Mega Investment Theme Report
For ETFguide members new to our “Mega Investment Theme Report” (MITR) here’s how it works: We identify
and rank major investment themes by order of importance. We also include associated ETF ticker symbols.
Our theme rankings are adjusted (up or down) by their immediate impact and order of importance.
We include relevant ETF ticker symbols that are associated with and impacted by each related theme. Rather
than providing simply a generic market signal, we believe linking related ETF tickers to themes is far more
practical. Why? Because it will help you to make specific investment decisions related to a certain theme.

Lastly, we added a final row – with a star icon – that focuses on other less important investment
themes that didn’t make the top five, but are nevertheless on our radar screen. Related ETF tickers
are only provided once a particular theme graduates into the top five rankings. 

Rank

Theme

ETF Tickers

1 

Soaring volatility: Stock market volatility (VIX) has skyrocketed over +200%
since the start of 2020. And it’s lifted VIX ETFs like VIXY and UVXY into the
stratosphere. VIXY and UVXY have enjoyed big gains thus far in 2020.

VIXY, UVXY

Bullish Treasury ETFs Jump: The U.S. trend in lower interest rates full tact
and so is safe-having buying. Treasury ETFs like TLT along with 3x leveraged
ETFs like TMF have been a good trade and we continue to hang on.

2 

TMF, TLT

3 

Inverse ETFs take flight. ETFs that deliver opposite exposure to stocks are
soaring. The trend is strongly in favor of bears right now. Many 2x and 3x
inverse ETFs are jumped significantly and more gains ahead seem likely.

SH, EDZ, TZA,
SPXS

4 

GLD, RING

5 

Gold edges higher. We’ve talked repeatedly about central bankers with loose
monetary keeping precious metals prices firm and nothing has changed. With
governments and central bankers, no price is too high to defeat Coronavirus.
This is very supportive of gold.
Strong U.S. Dollar. Most global currencies, including the euro, have been
weak relative to the U.S. dollar. This is a multi-year trend established years ago
that continues to accelerate.
Other investment themes we’re monitoring: The falling euro, cloud
computing, AI/Robotics, FinTech and Cyber-security are all important themes.
So is the emergence of crypto-currencies. We’re monitoring all of these tickers.

UUP

GBTC, BOTZ,
HACK, SKYY,
ROBO, ROBT,
SOCL
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ETP Performance Trends
The Coronavirus outbreak has sent global stock prices into a tailspin. The losses have been fast, furious, and
deep. Most country ETFs are sustaining double digit losses and all have swung into a bear market trend.
Stock prices are a leading indicator. The economic fallout because of country lockdowns and business
closures is being reflected in stocks. Investor sentiment is overwhelmingly fearful and the psychological
damage is taking its toll.
Curiously, Chinese stocks (GXC), the epicenter of the Coronavirus, are the best relative performing stock
market around the globe. Elsewhere in the U.S (VTI), stock prices have rebounded sharply from March lows
but are still not out of the woods.
The same be said about bear ETFs linked to the entire emerging markets group like ticker EDZ. Shorting
emerging markets has been among the best trades of 2020.
Stock market volatility has skyrocketed, signaling that investors are scared. And while there will be rallies
within this bear market, we expect those rallies to be short-lived and modest compared to the losses. We do
not believe a market bottom or capitulation have been yet reached. 
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